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Purpose of the Curriculum Project

The Fairbanks North Star Borough School District is in the midst of a philosophical 
and instructional shift in order to better meet students’ needs and raise student 
achievement (Personalized Learning).

So how do we answer the questions that arise related to curriculum and 
instruction?

• What expectations do we have for following adopted curriculum?
• Have pacing guides become obsolete?
• How do innovative teaching and new structures align with curriculum?
• How do we put the needs of the learner first and still exist as a system?
• Do our process and policies support what we’re trying to do with teaching and 

learning?





Recurring Ideas

1. Purpose and definition of curriculum  and materials is unclear

2. Lack of philosophical and structural alignment

3. Processes are too slow, not responsive

4. Need for clarification of parameters for academic freedom and teacher 

autonomy

5. Teachers lack trust in the way curriculum and materials are managed

6. Communication related to curriculum is lacking

7. Non-negotiables are fuzzy





Guiding Principles
● Students and their needs must be at the center of learning and decision making around 

curriculum, instruction and materials

● Student centered learning happens through personalizing learning, with support of the 
Core 4

● Ultimately, the teacher should decide on the right mix of instructional practices and 
materials needed to facilitate learning experiences that meet students’ needs

● Equity is maintained through teaching to the Alaska standards and maintaining a 
baseline for the quality of curriculum and instructional materials we use

● Teachers are professionals with different needs, styles and philosophies, therefore they 
need personalized support



-Follow curriculum guide or scope 
and sequence from adopted 

materials
-Respond to student needs with 
adopted core and supplemental 

materials

-Follow curriculum guide or 
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adopted materials
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adopted core and supplemental 

materials

-Follow curriculum guide or 
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adopted materials
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Prefer Structure Prefer Flexibility





3 Levels of Curriculum Management
Quarterly Reflection + Adjustment

6 Year Curriculum Revamp

Quarterly Reflection + 

Adjustment

Ongoing Responsiveness

● Historically, the 6 year cycle has 
guided curriculum management

● Process is needed at multiple 
depths to be responsive at the 
philosophical, strategic and 
tactical levels

● More frequent interactions and 
adjustment help build trust and 
shorten gaps in time for 
identifying needs, responding 
and sharing 





Process Overview

● Communication portal

● School visits

● PD requests

Regular, frequent monitoring to 

have a pulse on needs and provide 

real time support
Ongoing

● Review data 

● School level review & 

feedback

● PD requests

2x/year process for reflecting on 

trends and adjusting support 

strategies, tactics and resources to 

reach desired outcomes

Fall/Spring

● Review & research

● Community & School input

● Surveys & Analysis

Extended process to reflect upon 

and question the overall direction 

for a particular content area then 

refine vision and goals and 

approach

6 Yr



Next Steps

● Begin research & review process in January for secondary 

Language Arts and K-12 Social Studies.

● Draft and publish revised “curriculum blueprint” for 

elementary English/ Language Arts to consolidate information 

& resources

● Implement process for ongoing responsiveness (Let’s Talk)

● Begin revision of pilot course process.



Big questions:

● How do we shift the process to get community / parent / 

stakeholder input at the beginning of the process? (Specifically 

as it relates to secondary ELA and social studies?)

● How should “curriculum” address non-academic or cross-

content skills & expectations?

● What Knowledge/Understandings/Skills should a graduate of 

Fairbanks schools have and how do we build a series of 

requirements to deliver that graduate?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpE

FjWbXog0&scrlybrkr=6b443009
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